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Install the Rigid Standoffs

ANCHOR

G P I :ENERAL RODUCT NFORMATION

This product is suitable for indoor dry locations only.

This product is intended to be used with LBL direct power feed

canopies and Monorail system only.

Select a location on the ceiling where the Monorail is to be

mounted.

One way of marking the standoff locations on the ceiling is to

lay the Monorail on the floor underneath of the selected

location and by using a plumb bob pointing on the center of

the Monorail, mark the points on the ceiling.

The other way is to hold the Monorail directly against the

ceiling and mark the standoff points on the ceiling.

Tap the anchors at the marked points up to the threaded

portion with a hammer.

Screw the anchors in the rest of the way with a Phillips

screwdriver.

Insert the #8 screw into the threaded nipple and washer.

Tighten the #8 screw completely into the anchor to secure the

washer and threaded nipple.

Repeat step 4 through 6 for the remaining standoffs.
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CAUTION: This standoff is not applicable with

vaulted ceilings.
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CAUTION - RISK OF FIRE
This product requires installation by a qualified

electrician. Before installing be sure to read all

instructions andTURNTHE POWERTOTHE

ELECTRICAL BOX OFF.
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Remove the housing cap on all standoffs.

HOUSING CAP

Place a section of the Monorail into standoff housings.

While supporting the Monorail, tighten the housing caps

completely to the standoff housings to secure the

Monorail in place.

NOTE: In case of cross threading, loosen the cap and

repeat step 3.

STANDOFF HOUSING

HOUSING CAP
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Screw the standoff support post completely to the threaded

nipple.

Repeat this step for the remaining standoffs.

SUPPORT POST

THREADED NIPPLE

Install the Monorail to Standoffs
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